
Honda’s Sustainability

The Honda Philosophy forms the values shared by all Honda Group companies and all 
of their associates and is the basis for Honda’s corporate activities and the associates’ 
behavior and decision-making.

In order to achieve both the creation of growth opportunities for the Company and a 
sustainable society, Honda has set striving to be “a company that society wants to exist” 
as its direction for the 21st century. It is also advancing initiatives known as “Creating 
the Joys,” “Expanding the Joys” and “Ensuring the Joys for the Next Generation.”

The “2030 Vision” is one milestone indicating in concrete terms the direction Honda 
ought to take toward realizing these objectives. For Honda’s sustainability, it is important 

to both meet stakeholders’ expectations and needs by providing products and services 
of value, fulfill its corporate social responsibility such as by considering the impact on 
the environment and society, as well as to contribute to the resolution of social issues 
through its business activities. To this end, Honda is devising medium- and long-term 
strategies that consider the roles it should fulfill and contributions it should make. 
Further, these are matched to the characteristics of each region around the world, using 
the materiality matrix, which assesses issues based on both stakeholder and Honda’s 
corporate perspectives, as its guide.

Medium- and long-term strategies

Fiscal year plan

2030 Vision

Serve people worldwide with the
“joy of expanding their life’s potential”

—Lead the advancement of mobility and enable people 
everywhere in the world to improve their daily lives—

Direction for the 21st Century

（⇒ p. 15）

Aiming to be a “company that society wants to exist”

Creating the Joys Expanding the Joys
Ensuring the Joys for 
the Next Generation

[Guidelines]

Honda Philosophy (⇒ p. 04)

Materiality Matrix
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